Preliminary Agenda

1. Backyard Chicken display and Poultry display discussion

2. Monitors
   a. How were the new volunteer monitors?
   b. What will we do for monitors next year?

3. 2017 Volunteer Discussion
   a. Volunteer Numbers
      1. Enough help on set up day
      2. Volunteer #’s good throughout fair shifts
      3. Enough help for tear down
   b. Nonmember volunteer request – Dr. Heidi Kassenborg
   c. Volunteer evaluations

4. Shirts for DVM and Student Volunteers for 2018

5. MOBC Webpage on MVMA.org

6. New Committee Member Recruitment

7. Exhibit supplies/equipment needed

8. Spring date for student recruitment needed (need a few co-chairs)

9. Other business
   a. Donated equipment from Dr. Beckendorf – decide what we want from list